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1. Introduction 

At present in the Institute of Nuclear Physics (Novosibirsk, 
IJSSR) the dedicated synchrotron radiation (SR) source electron 
storage ring Siberia-2 [I] is created for the Institute of Atomic 
energy (Kurchatov lnstltute. Mosco\r. I’SSR). 

The facility is intended for the experiments u!th SR in the ato- 
mic and rnoie~uiar spectroscopy. in the field ol solid state physics. 
crystallograph:,. hiolog> researches. EXi\FS-spectroscopy of the 
amorphous materials. trace element analysis. Massbauer exprrl- 
merits. high time rc%llutlon expel-iments, Comptol, and nuclear 
spectroscopy 

2. General Description 

The faci’ity incl,ldes (Fig. I) a small storage ring Siberia-i 
(450 MeV) for works in soft X-ral and VllV ranges 121 and a 
main \tor;rge ring Slbrria-2 (2.5 Gr’\:l for researches in h:lrd 

rig. I. SchematIc of SR source aSiberia- showing the injection 
system (100 MeV linac (3) a 450 MeV booster storage ring Sibe- 
ria-I, (2)) transport lines, storage ring lattice (I) and SK beam 

lanes (IO). 

.Y-ra> range The snlall ring is also used as an inJector in main 
ring. An injection system consists of a linac (SO- IO@ MeV) and 
twn transports 11r~~~s for electron beams 

SIIJP-la-2 is optimlrrd to achieve high flux and brightness of 
synchrolron radIalion The latticrl provides: 
-- installation of high field supercondurting wlgglrrs to pr’)dui~c 

hard X-radlatlon. 
- installation 01 undt~lato~-5 to rrnit brlzht SR in soi! .&ray and 

\‘C L I-cgioni; 
.- optlmzatlon 01 the par,~nieters of radlatioii from insrrtlon dt’- 

\.ik.e: xithoil! dl-lur biti4 opcriitlon 01 storatlc ring 
Synchrotron radiation i\ taken out of bending magnets and iii- 

jertiori devices ot Siberia-I and Slhcrla-2 Of the 12 straight secti- 
on, each dmlt 3 mt3tc,rs long 01 main ring three are occupied h! 

septum magnet and RF-cavities. Other 9 are available for InsertIon 
devices. 

Minimization of the horironial electron beam emittance is the 
most important condition for increasing spectral brightness. The 
achievement of low emlttance and the opt~rnai betatron and disper- 
sion functions at the bource points determine the lattice quite 
definitly. 

3. Main Ring 

The magnetic syslc~n oi Slheria-2 is designed i\ lth befparate 
functions. The lattice of the Siberia-2 consists oi 6 Inlrror-s!/rilr:lrt- 
rical superperiods each containing achromat bend and two 3 m 
long straight sections. As It has been shown in [3] for storage 
ring with achromats the minimum horizontal emttancr d?ccrmincd 
by quantum fluctuations can be rstlmated as 

F, ml,/ = kE%$ 

where E-energy of electi-~~lI~. y,,,,=~c/N-bending angle, 

M-number of ~uperperiods, k-~.wnsta~lt depending on the lattlcc. 
For the chosen magnetic structure of the Siberia-2 WP have 

t;,,,*, [ctil. rad) 2 IO-“.I?~GPV’I .t+j: (r;i(l) 2 7 8. IO~~“L~~ .rijd 

From the functional point of viexv the hali of sup<*rperiod tori- 
xlsts of twc parts (Fig. 2) The first part comprising q:‘adrupole 
F,, f1, I-‘2 and bending magnets i> responsible for achromcri bend 

Fig. 2. 
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and high fix, fiz functions in undulntor straight section The second 
part comprising quadrupoles D2, Fo. D, alid dispersion-free stra- 
ight section allows to change the brtatron tunes not dlsrurblng the 
achromat bend and to compensate locally ior the betatron tune 
shiits due to the wigglers preventing rise to noti<txablr beating in 
the structural functions on the ring 

Optimization of behaviour of horizontal betrltron and disper+n 
functions in bending magnets permits to ohtain the minimum emit- 
tance. In all magnets fl,<3.5 meters and at the source points it IS 
eqtlal 2.5 and 0.6 meters. 

In undulator straight section the betatroll funitiorls are largcd 
enough to obtain low divergent electron beam. B,= 17 m. [j-=6 n. 
Dispersion function is small here, q<==80 CW. 

High-field superconducting wigglers are !ocateti I,, the dlspr-- 
sion-iree stl-aipht sections and can be u:cti for rrductng the enlit- 
tance 

The vertical I$,-function in the centre of the ulggler’ section is 
small (-0.5 mi This guarantees a small shift in Ihc ?crlital he- 
tatron tune when inslalllng slrong-field wigglers The horirontal 
(I,-function is equal to 6 m 

Designed Iatticc hai I-clatively 5maiI nii:oral chrtrinaticlt> To 
comprn:ale it to the chromaticity there are two famil:cs of sextlipo- 
It’ I~IISCS (in Vertical and hoi-lznntal dir-cations) in undtilator secti- 
ons. The nrscesslty of ‘using the Ial-ge number oi the scxtupolt~~ le- 



ads to the limit of dynamic aperture because of nonlinear depen- 
dence oi the betatron tunes on the oscillation amplitudes and the 
excitation quite power resonances of the third order. The dynamic 
aperture due to these sextupoles is shown in Fig. 3. 

The chamber aperture, free for the beam, has been chosen to be 
equal to f30 mm in horizontal and 116 mm in vertical planes. 

Siberia-2 has harmonic number q=75 and momentum compac- 
tion factor a=0.0076. This guarantees producing very short elect- 
ron bunches (2.350,=4.4 cm) necessary for high time resolution 
spectroscopy experiments 

At a large current of stored beam the main effect limiting be- 
am lifetime is the Touschek scattering. The bunch lengthening is ii- 
kely to be the most effective method of increasing the lifetime. This 
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Fig. 3. Dynamic aperture of the magnetic structure of Siberia-2. 

is achieved by powering an additional RF voltage of a 225th har- 
monic of revolution frequency For thus purpose, a 541 MHz cavity 
is put into one of the Siberia-2 straight section. 

Table I summarrzed the main parameters of Siberia-2. 

Table I 

Energy, E. GeV 
Orbit circumference, 1’. m 
Number of superperiods. A’ 
Number of dipoles, ,I’d 
Magnetic field in bendIng magnets, Br.2, T 
Bending radir, RI 2. cm 
Number of quadrupoles. N, 
Number of 3 m long sections (n=O). A’,. 
Number of 3.18-m long sections (n#O), N,, 
Number of sextupoles. N, 
Betatron tunes, v,, v, 
Momentum compaction factor, a 
Chromaticity. j,, EZ 
Horizontal emittance, rr, cm. rad 
Damping times, rl, rr, si. ms 
R.m.s. energy spread in the beam, c+-/E 
Energy loss per turn (without the 

2.5 
124.13 

6 
24 

0.425: 17 
1962.16; 490.54 

72 
6 
6 

24 
7.731; 7.745 

7.6. 1o-3 
- 25.3; -22.2 

7.65. lO-6 
3.04; 3.14; I.5 

0.955. lo-3 

wigglers and undulators). AW. keV 
Revolution frequency, jo. MHz 
RF harmonic number, 4 
RF voltage, liaF, kV 
RF frequency, fRF, MHz 
Current, 1. mA 

a) single-bunch mode of operation, 
b) multi-bunch mode of operation 

Energy aperture, (&Y/E),,, 
Lifetime (single-bunch mode of operairon: 

current 100 mA and the coupling factor 
x-0.2) due to the Touschek effect, rr. h 

Bunch length (fkl = 1800 KV, 2.350,. cm 

681.1 
2f152 

75 
1800 

181.14 

100 
300 

&2. lo-2 

-10 
4.4 

4. Injection to Siberia-2 

The electrons are injected to Siberia-2 at 450 MeV energy in a 
horizontal plane The injected beam has the energy spread 
o,/E=0.39.10M3 and its horizontal emittance is ex=8.6X 
X 10e5 cm.rad, both being determined by quantum fluctuations of 
SR. The storage ring Siberia-2 is capable of operating in two regi- 
mes: single-bunch (f= 100 mA) and multi-bunch (I=300 MA). 
The maximum possible bunch repetition rate in the storage ring is 
determined by the RF irequency of a cavity, JRE = 181 MHz, and 
the shortest repetition period is about 5 5 ns. Irrespective of the 
type of injectiort-to one separatrix or to many neighbouring 
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ones-the beam is stored using the pre-kick. When designing the 
scheme of injection, the fact has been born in mind that, with the 
achromatic bend incorporated in the superperiod. the betatron pha- 
se advance is exactly n/2. from the beginning of this superperiod 
to the centre of the lens FP. 

Small residual oscillations of the beam being injected decay 
with the damping time, ~,=0.54 s. At the injection energy, the 
equilibrium sizes of the electron beam are determined by the To- 
uschek effect. 

The injection procedure is repeated wrth a frequency given by 
the booster, the storage ring Siberia-l. The .expected rate of cur- 
rent storage for a circulating of about 100 mA is roughly equal to 
lo-20 min. 

5. Magnet System 

5.1 Bending magnet. 
There are 24 dipole 15” bending magnets oi an O-configuration 

(as shown in Fig. 4) which are made of ARMCO rtragnetic steel. 
All magnets are electrically connected in series. The pole of each 
magnet is divided into two parts: the long one with main field and 
the more shorter one with the field that is equal l/4 of main field. 
A shorter part of magnetic pole adjoins to the long wiggler’s or 
undulator’s straight section. So there are I2 left and 12 right dipo- 
le magnets. This construction separates spatially the radiation of 
magnets from that of wiggler, as well as reduces the overheating 
of the superconducting system in straight section due to radiation 
of the magnet edge. The bending magnet cross section and a plan 
view are shown in Fig. 4a, 46. 

As magnetic measurements has shown the value of relative di- 
pole magnetic field strength is IA.B/BI < 10m3 in the required radi- 
al aperture 2a,=60 mm and the sextupole component is less than 
3 C&/cm*. To avoid the dependence of effective length of bending 
magnet on the magnetic field amplitude there are 45” cutoffs ha- 
ving 41 mm for external edge of main pole and 38 mm for its en- 
ternal edge. With such cutoffs the effective length is equal to geo- 
metrical one. 

To compensate for a disbalance between the fields in the long 
and short parts of the pole due to their nonsimultaneous magnetic 
saturation there are correcting coils in every magnet on the short 
part of the pole. The geometrical aperture of dipole magnet is 
large enough in horizontal direction to extract synchrotron radia- 

Fig. la. Storage ring bending magnet cross section. 

tion both from magnet itself and from insertion device located in 
straight section. 

5.2. Lenses. 
In magnetic structure of Siberia-2 there are 72 quadrupole len- 

ses series-connected in 6 families with I2 lenses in each family. 
The quadrupoles of the long straight sections have a closed mag- 
netic yokes and are combined in adoublet, and atriplet, magnetic 
blocks for higher accuracy in their manufacturing and the conveni- 
ence in the survey and alignment. Opposite to the single lenses lo- 
cated in between the bending magnets have opened magnetic yokes 
having two C-shape parts (upper and lower) It is necessary for 
extraction of radiation from superconducting wigglers. All quadru- 
poles have the dipole and gradient correction windings 

According to magnetic measurements the nonlinear dependence 
of the field gradient on the excitation current arising from the 
magnetic saturation is less than 8% at a current of 0.8 kA. rrlati- 
ve field gradient is IAG/GI < 10m3 within a circle aperture of 
2 cm in radius at the maximum gradient value. 

The quadrupole is designed so that SR beam with the horrzontal 
size being equal to e-5 cm can pass through its vacuum chamber. 
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Besides the main magnet elements there are iour families each 

incorporating 6 sc\tilpolrs [first two families compensate for a na- 
tural chromaticity and second two families. located in dispersi- 
on~frec area, ~ncrpase the dynamic aperture), two 6-octupole fami- 
lies for controlling the cubic nonlinearity and skew-quadrupole co- 
11s placed at octupol~ yokes for controlling vertical beam size. 

Table 2 bI,mmarizes the main works parameters of the magne- 
tic r~lemrnts at the energy of 2.5 GrV 

Table 2 

Parameter 

Number 

Max. m,>gnellc 
streng!h 

Effective length, ~111 

Aperture gap 01 
diameter. mm 

Bending radius. m 

Max. currenl. A 

Power. kW 

Coolmg 

I 7 T: 0.425 T 35 T/m 35 T/m 35 T/m 840 T/m’ 
124 3. 167 30 40 31.5 II 

42 56 56 56 59 

4 906, 19.626 - 

i200 680 760 680 ii 
22.8 4.36 6.51 4 36 0.545 

water water air 

6. Vacuum System 

Alumlnium vacuum chamber in bending magnets and Icnses 
are built by using extruston techniques. A vacuum of 3. IO-” Torr 
(in nitrogen equivalence. 2~7) is required to obtain beam Ilfct~me 

F‘ig. 4h. Storage ring bending magnet plan view 

-IO hours with the electron current -0.3 A. The photon-induced 
desorption defines the pumping rate 72000 liters/s. Radiated power 
at the energy of electrons 2.5 CeV and current 0.3 A is 34 W in 
I rnrad oi horizontal angle. 

There are 62 complicated pumps (pumping -I000 liters/s) 
that consists of magnetic-discharged pump and titanium sublima- 
tar pump and I2 separate titanium subllmator pumps with pum- 
pilifr 200 liters/s 

To obtain required pressure in RF-cavities t&o special titanium 
sublimator pumps [pumping 3000 liters/s each) and two magne- 
tic-discharged pumps (700 liters/s each) are in use. 

Heat cleaning of the surface of vacuum chamber is carried out 
at temperature 160°C ior aluminium part and 300°C for steel parts 
during 24 hours. After that only synchrotron radiation cleaning ta- 
kes place WC hope that total integral of electron beam current 
-50 A. hours maintain vacuum lifetime -I@ hours. The different 
parts of the vacuum chambers are separated from each other by 24 
automatic shutters The separation of the SR vacuum lines and the 
storage ring vacuum system is realized by means of analogotIs 
shutters 

7. RF-System 

RF-system of Siberia-2 provid. es the voltage I.8 MV on two ac- 
celarating cavities with the frequency I81 MHz. Power for com- 
pensating radiation losses is -300 kW at 2.5 GrV with maximum 
beam current of 300 mA. The loss Power in the cavity walls is 
90 kW. So, the total output power of RF-generator is 400 kW. In 
order to get high reliability RF-system has iwo channels with inde- 
pendent cooling. supljly, safe and control oi each one The total 
power consumed by RF installations is 1.2 MW. 

Accelerating cavities are made of copper. cylindrical type. They 
are excited on Eoio oscillation type The tuning of cavities is carri- 
ed out by the bend of plain walls with the help oi electric motors. 

8. Main Parameters of Siberia-Z Source 

Synchrotron radiation from Siberia-2 IS taken out of bending 
magnets (beams 5”20’ and 17” Fig. 5), <wiggler> straight section 
(Sec. 1) and aundulator, straight section (Set 2) identically in 

Fig 5. Plan VICW oi one sector of the storage ring showing radla- 
lion transmitted to the beam lines. 

each superperiods (see Fig. 5) The values oi 6.. rl-functions, 
meansquare dimensions and angles of electron beam in radiation 
points are shown in Table 3. 

T a h I e 3 
E=2.5 GeV. I=300 mA. e,=8. IO ’ rm.rad: 
v,=7.745. x=0.01. e,=8. lO-8 cm. rad; 
v,=7.731, o,/E=0.96.10 -3, 

/ p* qx n’ urn V‘, (1. I/>, 01, oz I 02 10, ^ .“. 
m cm mpad mm mm mm mrad rnrdd mm 

Parameters SR beams of Siberia-Z are shown III Table 4 

Max. electron energy, CieV 
Max. stored cL,rrent, mA 

single bunch mode 
multibunch mode 

SR spectral range, .+% 
Characteristic wavelength of SR ?&. A 

from bending magnet 
from superconducting 3.pole wigglers 
from undulators 

Pulse duration of SR. ns 
Time interval between SR-pulses, ns 
Number of beamlines 

Table 4 

‘2 5 

I on 
300 

2000-O I 

I 75, 7 
0.25 -- 0 4 

20 
0 I.1 

55 114 

from bending magnets with horizontal angles t5 mraci 24 

from two superconducting 3.hole wigglers with 
horizontal angles + l”40’ + - l”20’ IO 

from undulators ,I,’ 1r.i 5 
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